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conspiracy to cause explosions already forgotten,
five of the six were on bail and were able to sit,
quietly and unguarded, through the hearing. Last
year they were permanently handcuffed, under
armed guard once they left their maximum security
cells, and hurtled from prison to court at almost
suicidal speed while marksmen patrolled the roof-
tops. .
The remaining charges include substantive allega-

tions of possession of unauthorised or stolen
firearms, and conspiracy charges allegedly connect-
ing a set of defendants to a set of robberies.
The prosecution have taken several steps back

from promises of even-handedness in the disgrace-
ful rigmarole of jury vetting. Originally, prosecutor
Michael Worsley had carelessly offered to make
available to the defence all the police information
used to vet the jury - involving checks on criminal
records, Special Branch files and collators' files at
local police stations. While he made this promise to
the open court, however, the staff of the Director of
Public Prosecutions adeptly amended it, in the
written undertaking given to defence lawyers, so
that it promised only a criminal records check and a
general indication of anything else that might be
found. Out of 92 potential jurors, with 20 or so
having criminal records, the police have made no.
'general indications' that the Special Branch or local
collators have files on any of them. This is wholly
implausible.

In the meantime, the judge has decided in a
pre-trial direction, that juries aren't random anyway
so vetting doesn't matter. He has also said that it is
permissible for the defence to have legal aid to assist
it in discovering reasons for challenging jurors, but
he surrounded this judgment with enough con-
straints to make it impossible for the defence to
proceed with checks. The verdict of the potential
jurors on the whole affair will be interesting.
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Mere we go again
Duncan Campbell writes: The start of this year's
major political trial at the Old Bailey, of six anar-
chists accused of conspiracy to rob, takes place in a
markedly different atmosphere from that prevalent
when the affair began. Fifteen months ago, the
present defendants were being presented in terms of
the highest hysteria that the Anti-Terrorist Squad
could mount, accused of conspiracy to cause explo-
sions. During last week's pre-trial hearings, with the


